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Some points of reference
• Newborn screening saves lives
• Newborn screening revolutionized public
health and medical care
• Expanded newborn screening
revolutionized care of many, many
inherited metabolic disorders
(and of CCHD and hearing rehabilitation)

• I

newborn screening

Some reminders
(you know these things…)
•

Newborn screening is a highly
successful public health program
• Newborn screening programs test
babies for disorders that are not
apparent at birth
• The majority of conditions are
identified using analytical
techniques in public health
laboratories

It’s a public health mandate
– all are screened

Consequences
• If screening is mandated, then additions
must be highly consequent
– Screening impacts not just the initial risk
assessment but all subsequent events in
care of the screened infant, whether
outcomes are positive or negative
– Cost assessment (of all kinds) should
include not just the initial test and its
outcomes

Newborn screening should be
a system, not an event
•

Pre-testing

•

– Education of individuals and
society

•

– Giving results to ordering
provider
– Provider giving to family
– Diagnostic testing

Screening 1: Pre-Analytical
– Sampling
– Transport

•

•

LTFU: Diagnosis and Follow-up
– Case definition
– Outcomes

Screening 2: Analytical
– Test performance
– Interpretation

First 6 Months

STFU: Post-Analytical

Next 80 Years
(not drawn to scale!!)

What is already screened and why?

First: Why…

Wilson and Jungner Principles
WHO Public Health Papers 1968, pp 26-27

1. The condition sought should be an important health problem.
2. There should be an accepted treatment for patients with recognized
disease.
3. Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available.
4. There should be a recognizable latent or early symptomatic stage.
5. There should be a suitable test or examination.
6. The test should be acceptable to the population.
7. The natural history of the condition, including development from latent to
declared disease, should be adequately understood.
8. There should be an agreed-upon policy on whom to treat as patients.
9. The cost of case-finding (including diagnosis and treatment of patients
diagnosed) should be economically balanced in relation to possible
expenditure on medical care as a whole.
10.Case finding should be a continuing process and not a “once and for all”

Fundamental ACMG/HRSA principles
applying to NBS
1.

Universal NBS is an essential public health responsibility critical for child
health
2. Policy should center on affected newborn (parents, others of less concern)
3. NBS is a system, not a test
4. Medical homes and public and private components must communicate to
ensure confirmation and evaluation of positive screens
5. Choices for screening must be based on evidence and expert opinion
6. CRITERIA for primary targets are defined
7. Centralized data needed for follow up assessment
8. Total quality management should be applied
9. Programs should have policies for storage and use of residual specimens
10. Public awareness and education is a critical program responsibility
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ACMG/HRSA primary targets
To be a PRIMARY screening target a condition
should fit these criteria:
• It can be identified at a phase (24 to 48 hours
after birth) at which it would not ordinarily be
clinically detected;
• A test with appropriate sensitivity and
specificity is available for it;
• There are demonstrated benefits of
– early detection,
– timely intervention and
– efficacious treatment of the condition being tested.
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FIGURE 1
Scoring according to test availability. This scoring separates conditions that have an acceptable, validated, population-based screening test from those that do not. Abbreviations for
conditions are as listed in Table 1.
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!10 families in the world. Many conditions were found

PROGRAM EVALUATION, COST-EFFECTIVENESS, AND

Observation about what we
already have on our plates
• Choices for inclusion did not take
into account
– Timing of presentation
– Variation of severity
– Cost for diagnosis
– Cost for treatment
– Availability/accessibility of expertise

Adding on:
Process in USA

Added complication for adding
• In US each state decides what to
screen
• Despite federal recommendations, US
states screen (or not) based on internal
processes for decision-making
• Individual legislatures can mandate
screening of favored conditions

Consequences
• The goal for a recommended uniform
screening panel has not been realized
• Not every state (US) screens based on
established criteria
• Added disorders don’t mean more
support for either screening or care
especially after legislative mandate

What are the limits?
• Practical
• Philosophical

Practical limits: time
• Time waits for no one
– Sample at 24h
– Dry and transport: 8h
– Accession and run: up to 24h
• Longer if DNA testing…

• If sample at 24 h would be a miracle to
receive result on d 3 of life
• Disorder presenting at 48 h cannot be
helped with current screening

Case example:
• Full-term infant male, AGA born by C-section with
Apgar scores of 8 at one and 9 at five minutes.
• Had a single episode of low glucose in the nursery
that responded to feeding but no further issues
• Discharged to home with parents at 32 hours of age
with normal hearing screening and newborn blood
spot screening pending.
• Presents to the emergency department at 48 hours of
age apneic and cyanotic

Can we/should we change the
clock if we cannot stop it?
• Is our timing for screening changeable?
• Are early-onset disorders appropriate
targets for screening?
• Are we being honest with ourselves in
saying we screen for ones we already
have on our panels?
• Would earlier ascertainment make a
difference in outcome?

Is newborn screening the right
tool?
• Should we screen at another time?
– Carrier screening
– Cell-free DNA screening

And now the flip: how long do
we wait? Addition of LSDs
• Adds conditions not evident at birth
– (same)

• Conditions may have neonatal/early
infancy-onset
– (some – same as before)

• Effective treatments
– (varying degrees: condition-dependent)

What is different with these
conditions?
•
•
•
•

Timing of therapies
Effectiveness of therapies
Cost of therapies
Timing of onset of manifestations of the
conditions

New variations on older
paradigms for inclusion on NBS
• Original intent: include conditions with
demonstrable impacts of early treatment
– Some yes, some no for new ones on RUSP
– (but then some old ones didn’t either…)

• Add conditions with effective treatments
– Some yes, some no for the new ones
– (but then some old ones, not so much
either)

The big difference?
Impact of adultonset variations of
these conditions
(and the corollary,
timing for
interventions)
800
pounds

A side issue (little discussed)
• Secondary conditions
– MS/MS: a host of tag-along metabolites
– SCID: other T-cell immunodeficiencies

• For new additions:
– XALD: other disorders of peroxisomes
(also all the other family members!!)

Are adult-onset variants of LSD-type
conditions really secondary targets?

We won’t be able to do this

http://jellybeanweirdo.blogspot.com/2009_09_01_archive.html

Practical limits: infrastructure
• Recognized as an issue for ACHDNC
review – “public health impact”
• Impacts:
– Program readiness for testing
– Resources available to add testing
– (by the way… )
• Follow up plans

If NBS is a system, what about
assessment of long term outcomes?
• Mechanisms are not currently in place
for long-term follow up
• Added conditions with long-term
consequences and presentations
• Whose job is it to follow??

Instead of changing the clock
change the target?
• Defining what the target was in
the first place?
• Is it the role of NBS to discern
conditions with late-onset even
if it can?
• Issues of discrimination and
insurance?
• Sword of Damocles?

Practical Limits: People
• Do we have enough
– Genetic-metabolic specialists
– Pediatric neurologists
– Other specialists…

• Can there be incentives that bring
providers to this line of practice?
• Who is responsible for life-time f/u?

Practical Limits: Cost of Rx
(No one wants to ask this…)
• Costs
– Of therapy: new expensive drugs
• Glycerol phenylbutyrate
• Nusinersen
• ERT infusions

– Of monitoring + risks (sedated MRI, NCV, LPs)

How much is too much?
Do treatments do enough?
Do we know? When will we?

Philosophical Limits
•
•
•
•

Is NBS the right tool?
What about treatment?
What if screening is forced?
Where are we going?

Philosophical Limits:
Is NBS the tool for the job?
• Is state-mandated NBS the way to
accomplish a given early ascertainment?
– Other regulatory strategies?
– Other practice improvement expectations?

Philosophical Limits:
Treatment as goal?
• What is efficacious
treatment?
• What benefits of
treatment are
sufficient to justify a
state-mandated
screen?

Philosophic limits:
state-mandated screening
• Adding based on recommendation
– Evidence review

• Adding based on legislative responses
to constituents
– Lack of evidence
– No criteria met
– No way to not do!

Philosophical Limits:
what is the goal of NBS?
• Where were we going in the first
place?
• Is our definition of primary target
what we want as a community?
• If not, what should be that
definition?
• Who decides?

Impacts of new technologies
• When does screening become
diagnosis?
• When does testing a newborn for
genetic conditions become invasive vs.
helpful to infant and family?
• Should this be undertaken in
newborns?

More questions than answers.
• Thoughts?
• Ideas?
• Next steps?
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